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Takeaways from the Food Safety Summit

For those of you who are food producers or irradiate food products, you’ll find this article of
interest. Nordion was one of the proud sponsors of the 13th Annual North American Summit on
Food Safety—or FSS—in Toronto, April 26-27. At FSS, we engaged with food professionals from
across the food industry who are interested in safety and quality of food, and discussed what is
foremost on their minds. Our takeaway is that the industry is hungry for knowledge. At Nordion,
we have the experts who can answer your questions and we are always available to talk with
you. Check out our Ask the Expert page and ask a question. In the meantime, we invite you to
check out resources available on our website.
DOWNLOAD Food irradiation fact sheet; GET MORE INFO AT Food Irradiation

ICARST explores new applications for
radiation technologies
We participated in the inaugural IAEA Radiation Science & Technology (ICARST) conference that
was held in Vienna, Austria, in April. Although this was the first-ever ICARST event, it was well
attended, well represented internationally, and balanced in terms of modalities—gamma, ebeam and x-ray. With the bringing together of industry and academia, there was plenty of
discussion about intriguing new applications for radiation technologies. The organizers plan to
host ICARST every four years so we recommend you keep the event on your radar.
KEEP ICARST ON YOUR RADAR ICARST

A Billion Curies and Counting

Over the past 12 months, one of our experts, Richard Wiens, Director of Strategic Supply, has
given presentations in North America and abroad about how we have diversified and enhanced
our supply chain and expanded our regulatory, logistics, design and engineering capabilities to
better serve you. In addition to this technical expertise, we also have a dedicated team focused
on sustaining and expanding existing supplier relationships and developing new sources of
supply. In case you have not had the opportunity to hear Richard’s presentation, we invite you
to download this one-page synopsis.
DOWNLOAD A Billion Curies and Counting

WE HOPE YOU’VE ENJOYED THIS EDITION OF THE GAMMA ADVANTAGE, A TWICE-PER-YEAR
NEWSLETTER. IF YOU’D LIKE TO READ PAST ISSUES, PLEASE VISIT OUR ARCHIVES.
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